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Ocean integration: what does it mean?

Ocean = complex system      need to combine
→ multiple disciplines 
→ multiple in-situ + remote observations
→ multiple numerical models
→ multiple (and nested!) spatiotemporal scales

Adapted from NOAA

“Ocean integration”
=

optimally coordinate all these elements 

so they are shaped to each other

and form a coherent whole



Ocean integration: why do we need it?

Current issues:

• Observing networks only partially adequate
→Gaps in ocean observing coverage
→Some processes insufficiently measured

• Most observations cannot be used to their full extent
→Most observations are not FAIR
→Most observations are not fit-for-multiple purposes

• Duplication of effort
→Little communication between teams, institutions or nations
→Non-optimum use of resources

Global Ocean Science Report, 2017;  2020
IOC, 2017; 

NASEM, 2017; 2020
EOOS, 2018;
IPCC, 2019; 

EMB, 2013, 2019,; 
OceanObs’19; 

Tanhua et al. 2019; 
Davidson et al. 2019



Ocean integration: why do we need it?

Current issues: 

• Gaps in ocean observing coverage
→ Important processes insufficiently measured
→ Observing networks only partially adequate for addressing new scientific challenges
→ Observing networks do not resolve multiple spatiotemporal scales

• Insufficient sharing
→ Lots of observations are not FAIR
→ Most observations cannot be used to their full extent 
→ Difficulties in implementing data assimilation and model verification

• Duplication of effort
→ Little communication between teams, institutions or nations
→ Observations generally not fit-for-multiple purposes
→ Non-optimum use of resources

Data do not exist 
Data exist but they are not available 
Data exist but they are not fit-for-use

Global Ocean Science Report, 2017;  2020
IOC, 2017; 

NASEM, 2017; 2020
EOOS, 2018;
IPCC, 2019; 

EMB, 2013, 2019,; 
OceanObs’19; 

Tanhua et al. 2019; 
Davidson et al. 2019

(EOOS, 2018)



Ocean integration: why do we need it?

Ocean integration is essential to

commensurate with the ambition of

the UN Decade of Ocean Science

and the Digital Twin of the Ocean

Strong societal expectations



Ocean integration: why do we need it?

It will require:

• A complete disruption and paradigm shift 
in the way we think and work

• Building a common vision and framework

“Building a Digital Twin will require 
more than connecting and 

improving what we already have”

European Ocean Forum, 20-21 April 2022



Ocean integration: why is it challenging?

Ocean observing suffer from organisational silos because: 

• Research-based system, driven by discovery and understanding

• Discipline/platform-oriented organization

• Disparate landscape

• Fragmented governance, with weak leadership

• Hypercompetitive culture, driven by scientific “excellence”

• Unpredictable funding

Platforms/networks/disciplines tend to run in parallel



Ocean integration: why is it challenging?

Ocean integration requires to 

transcend the traditional 

silos of expertise 

Photo by: libertygal/Getty Images

A challenge in many transdisciplinary research areas…

and also in the private sector and economy!



The silos of expertise = a problem in many transdisciplinary research areas…

…and also in the private sector!

Common solutions for connecting silos: 

1. Define a common goal

2. Have a strong leadership 

3. Stimulate high-level interpersonal skills

4. Remove internal competitiveness 

5. Redesign the organizational structure 

Ocean integration: why is it challenging?

Photo by: libertygal/Getty Images



Ocean integration: a call for transformative changes

• Building a mission-based organisation
→ Redesigning a robust governance structure
→ Agreeing on a common agenda & principles
→ Establishing clear design & implementation plan

• Reaching sustainability
→ Elaborating sustainable funding strategies
→ Efficiently communicating the value of ocean observing
→ Facilitating the transition from research to operations

• Promoting a culture shift
→ Connecting the diverse communities
→ Fostering FAIR data and best practices
→ Redefining scientific ”excellence”

doi: 10.3389/fmars.2021.737671

Ocean integration could be achieved through:

http://www.doi/10.3389/fmars.2021.737671
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